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Golden Knights' baseball sweeps competition this weekend - see Sports, p. 12

Future
UCFhosts Open forum for candidates highlights SG elections
presidential
visitor
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

Traffic halted on Gemini
Boulevard Monday as a motorcade flanked by secret service
agents and a dozen Orange
County Sheriffs deputies carried the president of Guyana
through UCF.
· Dr. Cheddi Jagan was on
campus to address a group of
students and professors about
economics, politics and democracy in Guyana.
Concerned about the trend
toward global free trade that
might destroy underdeveloped
economies of the Third World
and cause civil disturbances,
Jagan has recently been promoting his "New Global Human
Order" that would · strengthen
economies of the less-developed
countries, like Guyana, and
bring about "social, economic
and cultural justice."
Jagan is not a newcomer
in Guyanese politics. For over
40 years, he has seen the British
colonists depart,_ Kennedy rattle
his sabre at the Soviets in Cuba,
and a "CIA-financed civil uprising" that he says was the result of his country attempting to
be officially neutral during the
height of the Cold War.
Now Jagan is working
with the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank to
reduce his country's foreign debt
and stabilize the Guyanese dollar with grants and low interest
loan packages. But help from
financial institutions like the
IMF come with strings attached,
like privitization of state-run industries and elimination of price
fixing, which Jagan finds great
difficulty implementing due to
widespread poverty.
Guyana is large country
relative to its tiny population of
600,000. Although located on
the northern coast of South
America, Guyana is a Caribbean nation by custom and culture. Asians, Indians, blacks and
Portuguese, among others, make
up a patchwork quilt of diverse
cultures and. ethnicities. The
official language is English.
Richard Rambarran, 20,
is ajuniormajoring in engine~r
ing technology and a member of

see PRESIDENT, page 2

by OLIVIA CURNOW

union.

Staff writer

The Patton/
Bell ticket proposed to have students park in the
UCF Arena lots,
which will open up
800 more spaces on
campus. Thedecals
for parking at the
Arena will .be half
the price of other
decals; how~ver,
these students will
not be able to park
anywhere else on
campus. Patton/
Bell alsohave11plan
to start building a
parking garage in
July and to start a
recycling. program
at Lake Claire
Apartments.
photo/SOLARES
When Steve
Boyd and Renzie SG presidential candidate Miguel
Davidson
ad- Torregrosa speaks to students, Thursday.
dressed the crowd, they said they now, and.always has been, a Greek
are ''more of the average student." organization, and is for the elites,"
They would like to see a better ~ela Boyd said.
tionship between SGA and clubs
.Mike O'Katy and Woody
and organizations, and they would. Brown were the third ticket to delike more UCF school spirit. They liver an address. They have three
would also. like to have more local promises: To hear the concerns of
entertainment come to UCF·.
the students, be the voice of the
Boyd believes that "this isn't students and provide their services
politics ... This is business."
however they can.
"Student Government is, right
O'Katy said he doesn't want

Stumpedoveryourchoicefor
the Student Government elections?
The Green was the place to be last
Thursday to help you make up your
mind.
Though campaign workers
and SG officials often outnumbered
regular students, SGA held an open
forum -of all the candidates in the
upcoming election.
Each ticket was given two to
three minutes to say whatever the
candidates wanted, which was usually what they would do for UCF if
elected. Afterward, they were open
to questions from the audience. Once
the audience was finished with their
questions, the candidates had another chance to address them again.
SG President Darin Patton and
running mate Keisha Bell began
with what they have already accomplished: They established and signed
a contract to create an 800 number
for students to call them whenever
they had a question.
"We have been pushing for a
parking garage .for a long time,"
Patton said. "If you have been here
the last three years, you've seen your
decal fees go up and up, and there's
no new garage yet."
Patton has also got restaurants such as Pizza Hut, TCBY and
Taco Bell to OPen in the new student

to charm students with a slogan,
because "we're not your
seniors... We're still your equals,"
he said.
"We're not going to promise
you the world, and not be able to
giveityou,"O'Katy said. "What we
are going to do is take the things that
we do now and improve on them."
O'Katy/Brown would like to
set up student advisory committees
with members outsideofSGA. They
want to increase employment on
campus, initiate support for
women's athletics, and, even though
they said it is a little "corny," have
free refills at all campus food establishments.
MiguelTorregrosaandFrank
Amoros want new recreational facilities on campus,justlike at Florida
State University and the University
of Miami have. Ifelected, they would
have a weekly talk show on WUCF
89 .9 FM, the campus radio station,
and work something out with The
Orlando Sentinel in order to keep
students and the community involved.
''The best thing we can do for
our branch campuses is not to treat
them like stepchildren; like they've
been treated in the past," Torregrosa
said. "We want to open the doors of
communication to them."
To~egrosa/Amoros want to
see ELECTION, page 2

Fl governor champions
deregulation at UCF Arena
by Bob Vogel
Staff writer

SOLARES/FUTURE

Florida governor Lawton Chiles spoke to business and
community leaders at the UCF Arena, Thursday.

Fishbonin' down at The Edge- seep. 9

Privatize, privatize, privatize.
These aren't the words of
Newt Gingrich concerning the Public Broa~casting Corporation. It's
what Governor Lawton Chiles and
Deputy Governor Buddy MacKay
preached to a group of about 175
business and community leaders
Thursday at the UCF Arena.
Chiles outlined plans to
privatize the Department of Commerce, the state's business development agency. Tnis would enable the
state to carry outits marketing like a
business rather than under the constraints of a bureaucracy, he said.
He also outlined plans to cut
business regulations from 28,750 to
14,375 in twoyears-a50percent
reduction. He said he will specifically outline his plan in the upcoming legislative session.
Chiles and his legislative delegation also answered questions
from the audience. Most questions
concerned the inconsistency of reguNews
Opinion
Classified
Features
Sports

lations and how legislators pass them
without being fully aware of their
impact.
Jack L. Patterson, president
of Sub Rosa Investigations in Winter Park, complained that regulations require him to pay taxes on
services that had not yet been paid
for by his clients.
"Several months ago, we were
burdened with the responsibility of
not only taking on the county tax.,
but also reporting which county this
tax money goes to. I called in my
computer analyst, who told me it
would cost me $8,000 to update my
billing procedure on my computer
to accommodate your need for me
to keep the books. I seem to see a
drastic impact that nobody seems to
have noticed before they passed this
law," he added.
· Mac Kay replied, "That's a
hot potato I'm not going to touch."
Another audience member
asked the panel how streamlining

see GOVERNOR, page 2
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ClintOn seeks good in
Republican agenda

Wilson explains vote for $2 athletic fee
increase in candidate Q & A session
ELECTION, from page 1

UCF is in the middle of technology
wave right now," Wilson said.
During the question and answer session, Vice President Kevin
Gutch asked Wilson why she voted
fora$2increaseintheathleticfeeover
the summer. Wilson said she feltSGA
was in a "crisis situation" that needed
to be taken care of immediately. She
alsostatedthatwomen'sathleticswere
underfunded.
Another audience member
wanted to know how Boyd was going
toimprovecertainissues,suchaslimited on-campus housing. Boyd said it
was a question for the administration
and not for him, but that he would do
a good job as president. Everyone
wanted to know why and how, but he
had no answer.
The question of how the candidateswouldmakeSGAmoreaccesible

and Brown were the first to answer.
They said they would advertise the
establish a "directory information"
locationoftheSGAoffice,sincemost
hotline, where anyone can ca11 ·and
students don't know where to find it.
find out another student's phone
Lashawn Ferguson, president
number. They would also like to
of the African-American Student
Union, wanted to know why SGA has
hold meetings on branch campuses
- Brevard, Daytona Beach and
cut funding for many clubs and orgaSouth Orlando. nizations without knowledge of what
Heather Wilson, former atfunctions the clubs hold. She also
torney general of SGA, and Shan.wanted to know why students never
non Martin, an SGA senator, would
see the candidates until election
Amoros said he has been out to
like SGA to be more accessible and
meet people, and Wilson said she
would like to hold student/faculty
advisory committees.
would like for SGA to work with
organizations, but they have a limited
This would help the students
understand the way the school
budget.
works, and it would help the faculty
The entire forum lasted about
understand the students' needs,
two hours, and there were a couple of
Wilson said.
heated discussions between Boyd and
"One of the biggest ways that
Ferguson and Wilson and Gutch. Elecwewanttostartcommunicatingwith
tion days are Tuesday, Feb. 21 , and
~st~ud~e::n'.:ts~i~s~ov:e~r~th~e~I~nt~e~rn~e~ts':.!_y_::_st:::::e:::_m~.~t~o~th~e~s~tu~de~n~t..'::'.:bod~y~ar~o~s~e,~an~d::...O:::.....:'Ka.=:.ty1___W~ed=n:=e-=sd==a~y~,F::=e~b=.2=2=.
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GOVERNOR, from page 1

regulati,ons would impact education,
noting how Florida has an unusually low per capita spending. Chiles
repliedthattwochanges would have
to be made.
First, Florida would have to
change the way education is delivered. ''[We need to] get back to the
local decision-making process, to
bring teachers and parents together
to where they feel they are a part of
the process," Chiles said.
Second, Chiles advocated a
broader, fairer tax base. "We do not
provide or generate the kind of revenues that we're going to need for
the world-class education that.we re
going to have to give, if we re goi!lg
to be in these job markets," he said.
-Whenaskedaboutotherkinds
of job training, MacKay hinted that

1•11ttftM1r111tl1ent • • •
Implosion: Journal of the Bizarre and Eccentric, is now accepting
A

submissions of shmt fiction, poetry, aitwork and photography for its
sp1ing 1995 issue. Deadline is Wednesday, March 15, 1995.
Content:
Submissioi1s must follow the magazine's fornut,
which is bizarre and eccentric, different of avant
garde. I accept horror, fantasy and experimental
fiction, among other genres. That means no sappy
love poems or stories, no poems contemplating life
(everybody contemplates Ii fc), no poems or stories
that convey a message of redeeming value like a TY
sit-com would, no porno and no re-written Friday the
I 3th or Twilight Zone episodes.

111enl - the :-honer. lhL: heller.
All writte n submiss ions mus t be either typed or 011 a
Macinto~h computer disc (include a hard copy).
Include on each submission:
•Your name (If you wish to go by a pseudonym,
include this as well as your name so I know
whom to ask for if I call you)
•Your phone number (this is very important)
•Your mailing ud<lrcss
Written submissions will not be returned.

Poems and prose:
There is no word-count maximum, but anything
resembling a novel or novelette will not be considered due to space restrictions. Use your own judge- ·

Photos, artwork, graphics:
If you want these returned, please include a sclfaddresscd envelope with enough stamps to cover the
weight of the materials.
Include name, number and address.

PRESIDENT, from page 1

UCF' s Caribbean Students Association
"In Guyana, we all saw ourselves as one people and got along
fine. From my experience, I have
never seen racism [of one group
toward another or amongst the
groups];" he said.

Need more info? Call (407) 823-80~4

What? You've never read Implosion? For a FREE sample copy, mail $2 to cover postage and handling to · :
"Implosion - Free Copy," at the above addre~. Make out ~hecks to: ~~.Cen~ .Florida Future, Inc...
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the changes being made in Washington might be good for Florida.
"I believe the U.S. Congress
is about to change its labor laws,
which are really bound up in red
tape and give the money to the
states in the block grants," he said.
"If they do, I really think that we
re going to be the best prepared
state in American job training. If
they do 'that, it will go from $30
million to about a billion dollars a
year."
Response was generally
positive. Jim Parker, a small busi ness owner, said: "It looks like
they are finally trying to do some-:
thing. My largest problem is [government mandated] insurance. I'm
all for them cutting the regulations. I think they need to let businesses work."

UN money would go to
Third World, Jagan says

Mail to: IMPLOSION submissions • 12243 University Blvd. •Orlando, FL 32817
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program, was taped Jast Friday. Its
showing coincided with the Presidents'
Day holiday .
In a wide-ranging give-and-take
with CBS interviewers, Clinton said
he wholeheartedly supported the first
achievement of the new Republican
Congress - a bill that makes Congress obey the same laws that apply to
others - and could envision many
other areas of cooperation.
As for the legislative agenda of
opposition Republicans who won control, of Congress in last year's elections, the Democratic president said:
"It's not all bad."
"lagreewith(theRepubticans)
that we need a smaller federal government. I'm glad to have some help in
makingitsmaller,"Clintonsaid,pointing out that he had trimmed the federal
bureaucracy by 100,(XX) workers and
cut the decifit by $600 billion during
his first two years in office.

Chiles advocates changes
in Florida education system

•ttefK,

I I

wASHINGTON _ President
Clinton said in a television interview
MondaythattheRepublicancongressional agenda was "not all bad" and
thathe would work with leaders of the
opposition party whenever he can.
Ointon also th~t Dr. Henry
Foster's nomination tobethesurgeon
general wasnotdeaddespitethestorm
of controversy over the Tennessee
obstetrician's involvement in abortionandtheskittishnessofsomeDemocratic senators because of it
"Everytime anybody is appointed who's controversial, some of
them will call and say, 'Please pull this
down so I won't have to vote on it.' I
don't think it's dead and I don't think
he's done anything that would disqualify him," Ointon said.
The president's televised interview, on the CBS News This Morning
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Rambarran was pleased to
meet with the president of his native country for the first time, and
supported Jagan 's economic and
social vision for the world.
But the American-educated
Jagan hasn't mustered much support from the U.S. for his "New
Global Human Order," which
many see as socialism in disguise.
Among his proposals include cutting military expenditures of Western nations by 3 percent, a $1-perbarrel tax on fuel and a pollution
tax.
According to Jagan, the
money would go into a United
Nations fund that would be used
to build the economies of Third
World countries and prepare them
for the "global economy."
Jagan added, "They [the
Western nations] have to begin
listening" or else extremism and
civil frustration would take the
world from its current stage of
"confusion" into a situation of
"convulsions."
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Leadership UCF class becomes sbonger
with Magruder Foundation endorsement

Attention All Sports Fans!
Are You Looking To Make A Lot Of Money
Selling A Fun Product?

Boortz is that part-time di- sibility and interact with their comIf This Sounds Like You ...
rector. She was recently hired by munity. He said the program "synthe UCF Institute of Government thesizes and brings to life the acaConverse Factory Store Is Lookin2 For New Team Players!
What do former-Governor to help Marilyn Crotty, the coor- demic lessons learned in the classUnder your first year of contract, you will be responsible for sales of
room."
Rubin Askew, news anchor Bob dinator of the class.
our new advanced product line. Running and "Psycho" Training are
Boortz said she expects a
Crotty said the program has
Opsahl and former-Orange
two pew playing fie~ds, in addition to our ever popular basketball
County Administrator Roger filled a void in the university sys- positiv_e response, based on the
and Chuck Taylor lines!
Neiswender all have in common? tem. Before Leadership UCF, number of calls she has received
They have all been guest speakers leadership programs existed for expressing interest in the program.
If You Can Hit The 3 Pointer
at Leadership UCF, the uncon- all other groups of people, but not "At this point, we're focusing on
When The Pressure Is On,
recruitment," she said.
ventional, two-semester class that for college students, she said.
Come Join Our Team!
Julie Sibley, a Leadership
While the short ·term goal
develops leadership skills.
All
Rookies
and Free Agents Welcome
And thanks to a grant from UCF student, said, "[The course] for Leadership UCF is recruitthe Chesley G. Magruder Foun- has been a great opportunity for ment, Boortz said that the long
CONTACT OUR RECRUITING AGENT RICH AT:
dation, Leadership UCF will en- me to network with my commu- term goal is to become national
CONVERSE FACTORY OUTLET
joy more speakers for the next two nity, learn more from students of model for other schools.
BELZ FACTORY OUTLET MALL #1
The class is limited to upother colleges, and improve on
years.
INTERNATIONAL DRIVE
Rick Robins is the Director my leadership and people skills," pei:classmen with grade point av(407) 352-4266
erages 0.f at least 2.7. Applicaof Development and External Re- she said.
UCFPresidentJohnHitthas tions are available at Rm·. 214 of
lations for the College of Health ·
and Public Affairs. He said the also endorsed the program because the Health and Physics Building,
Magruder Foundation gave the he said it uniquely prepares gradu- and must be turned in by this Fricollege $23,851 for the '94-'95 ates to accept leadership respon- day for next Fall's class.
school year. "(The Foundation]
has offered us a similar gift for
next year and the year after that,
assuming that the program
achieves its goals," he said.
Robins said that the entire
school is excited about the grant
because it represents an endorsement of the program by a major
contributor.
The Magruder Foundation
has sponsored other UCF programs in the past, such as the
Magruder Lab in the Business
Administration building.
Leadership UCF is iri the
first year of its three-year pilot
stage. Pat Boortz, a part-time assistant for the program, said the
.._Hey this is corporate America. We have to keep it clean.
gift will improve the course.
"We expect to have about
the same number of students enrolled in the course next year,"
she said. "But tight now, the emphasis is on enhancing every aspect of the program 'rather than
increasing the numberof students.
That would come later."
Because the class is so unusual, it requires three times the
funding of a normal undergraduate course. Boortz said the grant
has provided funding necessary
to support a part-time director responsible for the program's full
development, for example. The
grant totals $71,553, payable over
three years.
by Bob Vogel
Staff writer
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Torregrosa/Amoros
best choice for SGA
Elections for Student Government President and Vice
President will be held this Tuesday and Wednesday on
campus. Choosing one of the five candidates running to
endorse was not an easy choice for the editorial board of The
Central Florida Future.
Though not everyone on the staff agreed, we decided
that the best choice for Student Government is the ticket of
Miguel Torregrosa and Fr.ank Amoros.
Their platform is one of expanding student awareness of
SG activities and increased information availability. They
want to begin a weekly talk show on WUCF and form close
relations with The Orlando Sentinel to keep students and the
community aware and involved in. campus activities. They
also want to begin holding SG meetings at the Brevard and
South Orlando campuses - something long overdue.
Unlike some of the other tickets, Torregrosa/Amoros
have considerable experience in SG. While outsiders have
a certain appeal, the reality is that people experienced in
SG's proceedings will make better leaders.
.
There were a variety of reasons we chose Torregrosa
and Amoros, but the primary reason was that all the other
platforms were not headed in the right direction for UCF at
this crucial time in its growth.
The Darin Patton/Keisha Bell ticket. revolves almost
exclusively around parking difficulties on campus an.ct reeks
of catering to the cries of the masses while overlooking or
even ignoring other problems which looiJl in the future, such
as the expanding tuition and athletic fees.
We were also concerned with the ability of Patton, the
current president, to effectively manage SG. During his
term, morale within SG has greatly decreased.
Steve Boyd and RenzieDavidson seem to focus more <?n
individual groups and fail to focus on the average student.
While they have many good ideas and we certainly applaud
two "regular students" for running, we were not convinced
that they have the ability to lead an organization with a $3
million budget.
The platform of Mike O'Katy and Woody Brown smacks
of blatant sensationalism as they offer to offer free refills at all
the campus food establishments. While they said they want to
hear the concerns and be the voice of students, they don't seem
to sure how to go about doing it.
The final running partners for the SG election are Heather
Wilson and Shannon Martin. Much like the other cat}didates,
their main push is to make students. more involved in SG
activities. However, when questioned regarding certain important issueS on the Green last week, Wilson and Martin showed
how unaware they are of pertinent campus issues.
After viewing all of the tickets, we believe that Torregrosa
and Amoros are the best choice. Cast your vote and make a
difference. It's one of the few chances you have to have an effect
on what goes on around here.
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CLiNTOO CUaMeLeoN

So, have you been molested by your priest lately?
Dart Griffin
THE LIBERAL MEDIA
Another columnist at this paper seems to believe that
the reason for the ills of today's world can be attributed to
one thin·g: the shunning of Christianity by millions of
people. This presupposes that Christianity is somehow the
most pristine· and perfect religion in the w_orld, and that it~
followers are somehow just a little bit better than other
people. Well, everyone's entitled to his/her fantasies, I
suppose.
Now,Tm not going to tell you that all Christians are
evil and deceptive individuals. That would be like saying
that all conservatives are intolerant, homophobic bigots.
The problem in both groups is that there's a highly visible
right wing that gets all the media coverage.
Unfortunately, those right-wingers, such as Jesse Helms
and Dick Armey in
the conservative
group and Benny
Hinn and Pat
Robertson in the
religious ·group,
give both conservatives and Christians
an offensive image.
What exacerbated
known and unthis problem is that
the majority of Christians and conservatives don't stand up known? Of course not. The church does not have room in its
and denounce these radicals as the monstrosities they are. ideology for th~ admission of error. The . abuse of these
This helps to reinforce in the minds of the populace that the children can be directly attributed to the arrogance of the
right-\\'.ing represents the views of the normal, everyday Catholic Church as a whole and their inability to acknowledge
people, which couldn't be further from the truth.
the lives left in their wake. Jesus Christ would be proud, don't
It is my contention that organized religion causes more you think?
problems than it's worth. Now, we can argue all day about
This produces an even larger question. Just what good
the hate and intolerance that is nurtured and encouraged by does organized religion do, anyway? What social problems
people such as Hinn and Robertson. I hear enough of it on has it solved? What services does it provide that are not done
the so-called religious channels that my Mom loves to better and more efficiently by other organizations? In the case
watch.
of Christianity, it's been around for almost 2000 years, and yet
What concerns me today is the revelation of eight more social problems seem to have grown exponentially worse, not
priests that have molested children, using their privilege better. That would indicate to me that organized religion is part
and status as supposed men of God to abuse innocent kids. of the problem, not the solution.
In Maryland, three Roman Catholic priests were arrested
It would seem to me that society has good reason to shun
and charged with sexual abuse on children during the Christianity. Until the good and decent people who belong
middle '70s. The Archdiocese of Washington also dis- to the Christian faith discover their backbones, that will
closed that four priests admitted to molesting an altar boy never change. You must be willing to denounce people
during the same time period.
such as Robert Bendixen and Benny Hinn and let the world
· Closer to home, however, we find former Diocese of know what your religion is really about. The same thing
Orlando chancellor Robert Bendixen accused for a second applies to all groups, be they religious, conservative,
time of sexual misconduct, this time with molesting an liberal or otherwise.
altar boy. Couldn't see that one coming, huh? Charges in
Anyway, I'm off to a party being thrown by some guys
1993 were dismissed by to lack of evidence. My guess from FCA. I'll tell ya, no one throws wilder parties than
would be that it was due to plenty of cover up, but I'm just them. Guess I'd better be watching out for lightning bolts
a cynical liberal, right?
on the way there.
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Letters to and from the editor
Elections rolling around soon...be
prepared for blatant bribery

SG Elections just a show for polysci majors and admin wanna-bes

Rugby: The forgotten sport here in
America but great here at UCF

It' selection time ofthe year at UCF. This year, though, it looks
more like a personals ad.
''lli, I am Joe Schmo, and I have done this, and my weakness
is I work too hard." The big issue appears to be that we need to
extend the hours of the bookstore or the SGA. I am not saying the
people that are running are incompetent, but I thought they could
have said something of more importance in the space allowed.
I also think it is funny that, as you walk around the Student
Services Center, you are bombarded with candy and other gifts.
I say hold out until they are giving away cars, then vote. Vote,
though, becauseifyoudonot, thenyoucan'twriteandcomplain.
So make a decision and vote, and even if you don't vote for
someone, their candy is as good as anyone else's.
BrianKmak

The time has come once again, ladies and gentlemen, when
the big tents go up around campus and each of us is assaulted by
freebies and vague election promises. Should you vote? Should
you not vote?
The decision has more bearing on your character than you
may know. Ifyou vote, you are assuming that 1) Your vote actually
will make a difference in the election and that 2) There is a
significant enough difference between the candidates to make
your vote actually count.
If you choose not to vote, you are assuming that all the
candidates are really looking for is something to put on their
resume and a way to network their way up the corporate ladder.
Make up your mind, vote or don't vote. If you choose not to
decide, you still have made a choice.
Chad Brunner

Has anyone noticed the school has an abundance of
excellent club sports?
One that I would recommend going to see is the UCF
Rugby team. Rugby is a sport that is unknown to most
Americans but big over in Europe and is second only to the
great sport of soccer in the world.
The school's team should be commended for its outstanding effort in competition against other colleges. They
are currently undefeated and have many home games
coming up that you can go and see. Besides being a sport
with a rich tradition , there is a game at the end of the year
to help a former player who is now paralyzed.
Rugby is an interesting sport, anc! I encourage the
school to come and support your team the next home game.
Brian Kmak

OPINION EDITOR
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C~Ul?INfO
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
First meeting Jan. 10, 1995
All Welcome!
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
- Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!

.

Customer Reps
SPRING WORK
$10.05 to start. Local Branch of
National Corp. now filling 15
staff openings. 10 to 30 flex hrs.
We train. 331-9006

I

1982 Silver VW Rabbit,
Automatic, Power steering, A/C,.
runs good, 95K, $1,000 or best
offer. Call (407) 273-9318
Toyota Tercel '82. Good cond.
Needs minor repairs. $600 OBO.
Nikki 381-2646.

SUMMER FUN in the Adirondack
Mts. on beautiful Brant Lake.
Point O' Pines will be interviewing
on Campus Feb. 21. Hiring for all
sports, all aquatics, tennis, fitness
center, A&C, gymnastics, photo,
video, theatre, radio broadcasting
and more. Call (407) 823-2361
for an appointment, Fax. resume
518-494-3489 or call 518-4943213.

Now Hiring all Positions: FT/PT,
service and kitchen personnel.
Roommate wanted to share 2bd/ Apply Mon. - Thurs. 2PM - 4PM,
2ba Apt. 5 miles from UCF. $275/ Stacey's Buffet, 5566 Lake Howell
mo.+ 1/2 util. Deposit neg. Must Rd. Winter Park
love dogs. 275-5718

'86 Honda dx htchback A/C.
Tinted windows, cassette tape.
Great condition, $3,000. Call 3820523.

TUTORING
Math, Chemistry, Statistics
All levels. Oviedo 359-1332

i---------------1

1---------------r-------------t
M/F, N/S to share 2bd/2ba
condo. W/D, pool, tennis. Close
to UCF. $300/mo. + 1/3 util +
dep. 671-7191
N/S male/female roommate
wanted to share 2 bed/2 bath
apt. W/D/ Must like cats. Bill
381--2792.
3bd/2ba horn~, pool, Rec. Util.
included $325/mo. Ref. 380~394

fOQ.Qb_NT
2bd/2ba Apt. great location, walk
to school, washer/dryer, ceiling
fans, $475 mo. Call 654-1858,
leave message
Furnished apartments for rent.
Also boarding accomodations
not far from college. Call 407- ,
847-0843.
1 BD/1 BA W/D, cable, $100
cash bonus, move-in by 3/1 plus
lease special. 831-2112 leave
message.
Room available for female
student in 4200 sq. ft. home on
1O acre Horse Ranch. $300
includes all util. 365-9815

Appt. Setters - PIT Evenings,
Winter Springs Office - Hourly
Wage plus Bonus 699-9152
STUDENTS
Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble products at home. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc.
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Parttime and full- time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're
paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444
Ext. 1001 C
NOW HIRING: Steak & Ale,
5855 American Way (off International & I-Drive) Servers, bussers
and hosts and hostesses for full
and part-time positions. Apply
between 2-4 PM. Phone 3520422. EOE
CAMPUS SALES REP
WANTED
Set your own hours. Pay
commensorate with time devoted
to assignment. Must be organized and self motivated. Call
788-8268 for an interview.

OfUb_Q.

AUT06

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

SUMMERJOB~COUNS&

LORS & STAFF .
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS.
.TOP SALARY, RM/BO/
LAUNDRY, TRAVEL ALLOWANCE
Must have skill in one of the
following activities: Archery,
Baseball, Basketball, Drums,
Football, Golf, Guitar, Ice
Hockey, Lacrosse, Lifeguard,
Nature, Nurses, Photography,
Piano, Pool, Rocketry,
Rollerblading, Ropes, Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer,
Tennis, Track, Video, Waterski,
Windsurfing, Weights, Wood,
Yearbook, Call or write: Camp
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd.,
Suite 406E, Boca Raton, Fl.
33431 (800) 494-6238. Recruiter will be on campus:
March 2, 10:00 .- 4:00 PM, in
room 214- Student Center.

COMPUTER HELP AVAILABLE .
Tutoring, School Assignments,
. Programming
No matter what your problem is,
we can help.
Call Computer Help 353-2760

LOSE WEIGHT
Lose up to 30 Lbs in 30 days for
$30
Call Bob 380-2549

NOTARY _PUBLIC SERVICE
Call 263-7776 & leave message.
I will come to you to notarize
documents for $10. ~~ddings
$40

386SX, 4 MB Ram, BOMB HD,
3.5 & 5.25 EGA Monitor. S/W:
DOS6.2, WIN3.1 Word6.1,3320312/pager 651-4249

Brands new Sanyo 3.6 cu. ft.
refrig. Perfect for dorms and
bedrooms $85. Call Darren at
275-9635.

•
MOVING! All must go. 5 pc
bedroom set, sofa bed and
tables, lamps. Obie papassan
chair & more. Call 249-3975
after 11 :30 AM

PURRFECT WORDS
Captain Wayne's Native Adv.
Quality typing and
Pontoon Boat Tours
wordprocessing at reasonable
Escape to beautiful Lake Jesup, a
prices. Located less than a mile
area of 10,000 acres and over
from campus. Pick up and
100,000 years old. The lake is
delivery. Term papers, resumes,
home to FL wildlife incl. Bald
reports, etc. Next day service
Eagles, Bobcats and Alligators.
available. Call Jeanine for all
Enjoy the ride in a comfortable
your typing needs. 365-4218
pontoon boat,-bring your c a m e r a . 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
RESUMES & WORD PROand capture nature in its naturalisCESSING 384-9719
tic state.
Student Discount with ID.
Call for reservations
(407) 365-1331
ROMANTIC FLIGHTS FOR
COUPLES
Evening airplane flights over
Orlando for only
$65 per person
382-2000

SPRING BREAK CRUISE!!
Depart Tam pa, March 11 for 6
nights, Montego Bay, Grand
.Cayman·, Key West, $469 pp.,
plus tax (407) 773-3801

PARTYING BECOMING A
PROBLEM?
There is a solution. The
Breaking the Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
every Wed. at noon, UCF
Student Center, Rm. 211
ARE YOU LONELY?
Call 1-900-945-8484 and find
that perfect mate of your
dreams. Must be over 18. Cost
$2.95 per min.

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277 -9600
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
- Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123
WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836

The b_est of Greek and Middle Eastern Cuisine
12245 University·Blvd.
Oralndo, Fl 32817
(407) 282-4442
Across from UCF, next to the UC7 Cinema

PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407.
834-5400

Brand New Quad Speed CD Rom
Drive w/ Interface cord. $205.
2.88 internal Fax/modem $150.
Call 359-9618.

TYPl6T6

Mr. Kabob

TUTOR/SITTER 2:30 - 6 PM MF, Pick up 10 yr old after school
help w/hmwork, be there if she
needs you. Responsible, dependable, non-smoker. Need dependable car, references. Howell
Branch/Dodd Rd. area. Call 6793255 eves. until 9.

Orthopedic Queen size bed,
never used. $145. Full size $125.
must sell 671-9687.
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SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER:

:

: Buy one dinner entree, get the
I

:
I

L.

:
I
:

·

second for half price

----------------------------must present coupon. Not good with any other offers.

·

Mr. l<abob's has the best selection of healthy
food in town. All our kabobs are charbroiled
to perfection. Most dishes are served with
homemade fat-free pita.

54.95 All-you-can-eat International Buffet
Monday-Friday

I

.J

'

"

ACROSS
1 Journey
5 Felt pain
10 Advantage
14 Took the bus
15 Gleam
16 Line of junction
17 Atop
18 Sample·
19 Serene
20 Instructor
22 In theory
24 Male deer
25 Invitation letters
26 He stares
amorously
29 Resident of:
suff.
31 Ghostly
35 Makes happy
37 Raises
38 Ewe's mate
39 Century plant
41 Portable bed
42 Pencil end
45 Deride
48 Eur. finch
49 Alphabet
sequence
50 Swear
51 Memo
53 Part of USA:
abbr.
55 Passage
58 Tenon's partner
62 Possess
63 Extremely angry
65 Length times
width
66 State vigorously
67 Threefold
68 Devilish kids
69 Hardy's heroine
70 Flower part
71 Tardy

DOWN
1 Turkey or fox

end
2 Wander
3 Brainchild
4 Sat like a bird
5 Daisy kin
6 Planning in
detail
7 Possessive
8 Complete

2

11

12

13

14

20

-you·
recognize
this
Do

. guy? Win a full-size
Brady Bunch poster.~.

31

42

62

66
69

©1995 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved. ·
9 Acts
10 Fleeing prisoner
11 Transaction
12 Nerve
13 Acting award
21 Difficult
23 Always
26 Monsters
-27 Blinding light
28 US Supreme
Court justice
30 Despots
32 Happen again
33 Objects of
worship
34 Miss Lauder
36 Auditory organ
37 Place to rest
40 Fish-liver oil
compound
43 They need
saving
44 Seth's son
46 Bakery
employee
47 Shorten
49 Hit the sack

ANSWERS
~~---

52 Leans
54 Paragon

55 lhe one there
56 Be enthusiastic
57 Sts.

59 -

La Douce

60 Fall month:
abbr.
61 Facilitate
64 Bigwig

M:lTkt©

I

1--.p~199s

Call 823-8192 and tell us the
name of this bald, skinny

guy after noon today.
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Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage throughout the season.

Ready To
Reshape your World?
Let Body Wise Help!

,

•

Lost 20 Pounds!
"Since starting the Body Wise Reshape System last fall, I've had
tremcndo~s results. I've lost 20 pounds of scale weight and
at least two dress sizes! The best part is the fantastic way I feel.
Thank you Body Wisc!"
Hillary Philbrick - - UCF Student

Reshape Your Future!
The Body Wise Reshape System is designed for weight
management and health enhancement -- all without drugs,
deprivation or denial. Through the dynamic and powerful
Body Wise educational video and nutritional_supplements,
you will have the opportunity to learn the techniques of
personal empowerment that focus on restoring and maintaining your body's vitality

For Information
Call: 407-282-0686

~°"" l~,INC.

S;§~H
CENTER

Special Services Available

Facials I Mini Facials
4 Layer Masque
Light Chemical Peels
Glycolic Acid Facials
Acne Treatments
Discoloration - brown spots ,
Sun Damage
Pre & Post Operative
Ethnic Skin Care
Hair Removal

(407) 830-5051
.
1 Block East of the Altamonte Mall
Altamonte Medical Center, 106 Boston Avenue

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
Until Robots
replace Humans
... your plasma will
always be nccrlccl

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

Call lor information and/or appointment

1122 W. Church SL. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL.

,.
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CHOOSE YOUR
ro DO.SOME HSHDBONINP Ar Thurn EDGE
by SEAN PERRY
Features editor

If you are unfamiliar with
what the Fishbone experience is
about, you may want to either ask
a fat guy with purple hair and a
skinny little guy that looks like
Abraham Lincoln, or you could
just ska-out at the Edge next Sunday.

It would be a shame to label•
this magnificent group as a ska
collection. Although their most
recent release would probably appeal to the harder edge of Seattle,
specifically the Alice in Chains
gang, Fishbone truly represents an
eclectic mix.
Before the Fisher brothers
happened upon the instant success
of theLollapalooza tour a few years

back, where they played in .front
of Chains for three months, their
main style revolved around a mixture of ska/funk/jazz fusion.
The breakthrough release,
Truth And Soul, established
Fishboneas talented funkmeisters.
Since then, they have been one of
the most diffici~lt bands to define
musically. .
"During '70s and ' 80s, everybody was funkin' .· You got
people funkin' that long, you
fun kin' right, you got to nut," bassist Norwood Fisher explained.
"This is the result of it - it's the
nut. We cai:ne through, there were
a lot of influences on top and
around it-punk rock, avant jazz,
all kinds of stuff. When everybody calls it funk-rock, itjustdon't
cut it with me."
Their most recent release,
GiveAMonkeyABrain,AndHe'll
Think He's The Center Of The
Universe, perfectly exemplifies
the contemporary attitude of punk
and hard-core artists. When most
of these musical outfits are harping on their · g·enerational angst,
Fishbone refuses to allow it ·to
infiltrate their sound.
Chances are the ·opening
band will push Fishbone to their
own limits. Choosing Weapons of
Choice as one of LooseGroove's
Label ambassadors was no mistake for Pearl Jam's Stone
Gossard. His newly formed Epic
subsidiary has pulled out one of
the best West Coast acts since the
Chili Peppers. These guys aren't
afraid to attribute their- taste to
old-school Chili's and Fishbone
itself.

courtesy /COLUMBIA

Fishbone will re-introduce funked-up ska-jazz fusion with ·
a twist of heavy metal.

take

Kaplan and get

ah igher score...

The best part of Fishbone's
show is that they express themselves with as much energy as any
band out there. Yet, the Fishbonin'
experience is usually a painless
one. The typical drunk punk from
University High or some cheesy
publication stays at home.
What may seem to some as
a fun moshing party is truly a
great musical performance. This
fact is made true by the appearance of renowned saxophonist
Branford M~rsalis lending his
hand on Fishbone's last album . .

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year thari any other test prep company's.
/ Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

Th~

answer to the test question.

Student Bargains
Save more. It's been rented before.
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ... ........... from
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from
Full Bed Sets ...................... from

$199.99
$99.99
$59.99
$59 .99

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat. 10am-5pm

:

FU~ ITURE RE~~:::

CLEARANCE CENTER

for admission
to America's First School for
Professional Actors
12-Year Professional Training Program
1 California or ew York 1 Merit Scholarships,
Financial Aid Available 1 6-Week Summer School
For information, write or telephone:
120 Madison Ave., ew York, NY 10016
1-800463-8990

Daytona 500:
by SEAN PERRY
Features editor
Once again, the greatest
spectacle in the redneck community proved to be an outstanding
act of endurance by 200,000 fans.
The wet, huddled masses that
dropped a fat $100 for the event
strapped themselves in for what
turned out as the most penalized
of the 37 legendary races. •
The yellow flags, coupled
with the 90-minute rain delay, put
adamperon an otherwise exciting

race. Sterling Marlin became the
first driver since King Richard to
pull off the daily double with two
consecutive Daytona 500 victories. "The Intimidator" Dale
Earnhardt, once again fell just
short with a second place finish in
a race he just cannot pocket.
Yours truly, however, was
forced to sit amongst the damp
masses, specifically beside a fat,
hairy guy attempting to sponsor
the Winston Cup circuit himself. I
will be the first to raise my hand'
when the-vote comes up to ban

Resumes
tJ

The greatest spectacle·

outside mud-bogging .
smoking at any event where people
are forced to sit within five feet of
each other. If he had been smok-•
ing some wacky weed, I would
still be high from the contact
smoke.
The fact that the NASCAR
Circuit has become this appealing
still boggles my mind. I'm not
'sure -if I would risk my health
sitting by the poster sasquatch for
Marlboro again, even ifthere were
naked-leggy models running
around the· track. These people
spend hundreds of hard-earned

construction and mechanic dollars
to sit for three hours and watch "the
boys" waste gas.
Another thing that causes me
trouble during baseball's period of
greed is the small amount of funding these cats get from the track.
Daytona made well over $30
million from ticket s~es and sponsorship only to offer a purse of less
than $2 million to be split among 40
drivers. Either way, it does show a
sort of cJass-on the drivers part. Dare
I call stock car racing America's
sport?

Duffy's Subs
.w!'~·:·~i:\:-·~~--·

We Want To Put Our Talenls To Work For You!

firs! impressions are lasting impressions ... We use our Marketing,
Communication, and Advertising talents lo help you be you.r best
on paper so you get the chance to be your best in person!
Call Tod~ f OP A f Fee Quote:
We Wrile All Types Of Resumes:
The ~arner Group

Student
New Graduale

Professional

Career Change

(407) 332-0953

10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean Rd.
University Oaks

We have
Seryice

Drive~ Thru

679·2448

•
the alternative & cultural source

WUCF IN THE AFTERNOON... MondarFridar 3-6~m ·
NOCTURNAL TRANSMISSIONS... Mondar-Saturdar 11~m-4am,
Sundar 12Midni~M~4am

•
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UCF women shut down Troy State 9-0
HOT, from page 12

up some more victories. Their next match will be
March 2 against TAAC foes, the College of
Charleston.
The men's tennis team has also started the
season with a blast. Against Troy State on Sunday, the Golden Knights were able to come away
withanothervictory, wining6-l .PatrikFeistmann
secured the win for the men by winning his
match 6-0, 6-3, putting the overall score at 4-1
and just out of Troy State's reach.
Sixth ranked freshman Marko Grgurie
continued with his winning ways by handily

•
•

.

defeating his opponent 6-0, 6-2.
The two other victories on the season for
the men came against Stetson and Webber, a top
ranked NAIA school. The men's top two singles,
Jasper Kjoraas and Jiri Novak, have proven to be
a dominating force for the Golden Knights. The
men boast a 3-1 record. This weekend, they will
take their impressive record to Tallahassee to
take on both Jacksonville and FSU.
Coach Gail Falkenburg had nothing but
positive things to say about the team.
"There's a good mix of players and a
good feeling of camaraderie. I feel we have a
chance to win conference this year."

University Mobil
Your one stop automotive need
r---~--~-----~------,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Marion Busby thwarts the Golden Knights'
bid for a TAAC upset Saturday night
•

..

•

•

SO CLOSE, from page 12
UCF struggled early in the game,
allowing the Cougars to take the lead. The
Golden Knights kept the game close,
though, fighting for offensive rebounds
and forcing turnovers (14 in the game).
The crowd erupted when Porter forced a
turnover and ran the court to deliver a
thundering slam.
Offensively, the Golden Knights performed about as well as could be expected
against one of the top defensive teams in
the nation. The team shot 43 percent from
the field and turned the ball over only eight
times.
Butts led the Golden Knights with
20 points. Darryl Davis continued to score,
putting in 12 points in the losing effort.
The main problem for the Golden
Knights was free throw shooting. As a
team, they went 9-for-22. The main culprits were Swaby and Roberts. · Roberts
went2-for-5, and on one attempt he shot an
air ball. It looks like the Magic aren't the
only team in Orlando that needs help from
the line.
Speraw said the team hopes to take
intensity level f;om this game and carry
over the rest of the Syason. Despite being
impressed with the effort, he said the
Golden Knights did not gain a moral victory by playing tough against the team
with the nation's longest winning streak.
The Golden Knights lost.
UCF got a scare in the second half
when Butts was poked in the eye and he had
to sit out for several minutes. Herrera came in
and played well, but the Golden Knights
needed Butts on the floor. Always a competitor, Butts pushed away the pain and reentered
the game to hit several clutch jump shots.

Thursday night, UCF beat Campbell
82-62 at the UCF Arena. Junior Reed
Ketteler scored 10 points in his finest game
this season.
With the victory, the Cougars extended the nation's longest winning streak
to 14 games and sealed up the TAAC conference title. The loss drops the Golden
Knights' record to 9-15 overall and 6-9 in
the TAAC. Their remaining regular season
games will be on the road against Florida
Atlantic and Mercer.
"You want to be playing your best at
the end of the year," Speraw said. "We've ,
been more consistent here in the last 2 or 3
weeks."

SPECIAL

OJL CHANGE

$19m95
Oil filter, 9~point safety check

L---------~-~-------~
Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase
677-7988

(M@bil)

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of University & Goldenrod
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DO YOU

SUFFER
FROM
•

(COLLEGE CRASH SYNDROME)
Has burning the midnight oil zapped your
energy? Are you pooped out from all that
studying? Have all those great weekends started catching up with you?
Are all the extra curriculars of college
life draining your tank? Do you feel
like you' re always running out of
gas?
Well then dudes ... it's time to
UP YOUR GAS®! You read it right.
UP YOUR GAS. It's the zany, new
energy pill with the outrageous and
unforgettable name. Gas is perfect
for the midday droops, the classroom slumps, athletic events, late
night studying or just about anytime
you need to rev your engine.
Since introducing UP YOUR

GAS to the college marketplace, it's become
quite the rage among students everywhere. But
don't just take our word for it. Take one
or two pills for yourself and you'll
quickly see why so·many students are
becoming Gas Fanatics.
So for an energy buzz you won't
forget... UP YOUR GAS today! Find
out why some gas can actually be
good for you.
UP YOUR GAS is available at GNC,
Nature Food Centers, Payless Drugs,
Osco Drugs, Sav-On Drugs and
Albertson's, as well as many other
pharmacies and health food stores.
If not available in your area, call
1-800-537-7671. (30's for $9.95; 60's for
$14.95.)
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UCF sweeps Minnesota in route to a 8-3 record
o Adam Johnson

Every year around this time,
the eyes of the world turn to the
Central Florida area for Daytona
Speed Week. The whole week of
festivities is capped by the big
event on Sunday, theDaytona500.
For 16 years, a Daytona 500 victory has ·eluded Dale Earnhardt. It
looks like 17 was not the charm
either, as Earnhardt was outdone
by last year's champion Sterling
Marlin.
With the trading deadline
approaching in theNBA, there has
not been a whole lot of action thus
far. Last week, the Portland Trailblazers dealt' Clyde Drexler and
Tracy Murray to the Houston
Rockets in exchange for Otis
Thorpe and a conditional draft pick.
The trade reunites Drexler with
Hakeem Olajuwon, a former teammate from the University of Houston back in the "Phi Slamma
Jamma" days.
Over the weekend, the Minneoota Timberwolves traded their
1994 first round draft pick, Donyell
Marshall, to the Golden State Warriors straight up for Tom Gugliotta.
Bob Lanier was named the interim
head coach of the Warriors following the departure of Don Nelson.
The Miami Heat fired head
coach Kevin Loughery last week.
Assistant coach Alvin Gentry was
hired as interim head coach by
newly hired VP of Basketball
Operations, Bob Wohl.
The Magic looked as though
they had returned to form with a 46point drubbing of the 76'ers last
Friday night at the 0-rena. The win
was the biggest in franchise history
for the Magic, but the Magic followed up that big victory with a
disappointing loss to the lowly Minnesota Timberwolves on Sunday.
In some NFL news, after no
one wanted him during the exp!lnsion draft, the Cleveland Browns
released defensive tackle Michael
Dean Perry. The San Francisco
49'ers parted ways with Richard
Dent who missed most oflast season with a knee injury. Both teams
need room under the cap.
After an embarrassing loss at
thehandsofRoy Jones,JamesToney
quickly gotbackintothering to fight
inahigherweightclass. Toney took
on undefeated light heavyweight
Monte] Griffith, but was upset, losing in a majority decision. Olympic
IGold Medalist Oscar De La Hoya
battled former champion John John
Molina. After a tough fight, De La
Hoya picked up a unanimous deci1
. sion improving his record to 17-0.
The UCF men' s basketball
team was back in action last week.
The Golden Knights picked up a
· victory Thursday over Campbell
but lost a heartbreaker Saturday1o
: the College of Charleston, 67-66.
The College of Charleston curl rentlyhasthenation'slongestwinning streak at 14 games, so a victory could have been huge for the
Knights. UCF fell to 9-15 overall
and 6-9 in TAAC play.

hurled a 9-inning gem Saturday.
Lawrence tossed a 3-hitter, strikupped his overall
ing out 13. He sat down 23 consecutive Gophers at one point.
hitting streak to 15
"I felt very comfortable with
games while getting my performance," Lawrence said.
his first homer of the "The defense making all the right
-plays and the offense scoring runs
season.
makes it a lot easier to pitch."
The two-bagger crew helped
the Golden Knights' offense get
by JILL HUFF
off the schneid. Billy Bechtol,
Staff writer
Scott Loubier and Adam Johnson
all chipped in with doubles.
This weekend, the UCF ·
Saturday's double for Johnson was
Golden Knights baseball team
already his seventh on the young
showed some Southern hospitalseason.
ity by sweeping the Minnesota
By the time the game was
Gophers in a three-game series.
over, Minnesota looked up at the
The sweep propelled the Golden
scoreboard to find they had once
Knights' record to 8-3 and Minagain seen the Golden Knights
nesota's to 2-4.
explode for seven runs, while their
Friday, pitcher Jay Veniard
anemic offense could produce only
(2-0) crafted a complete game
one.
· shutout, 6-0.
UCF started Craig Cozart
The Golden Knights' ofSunday against the· Gophers.
fense came in the form of two
Cozart went 5 2/3 innings and
home runs -Todd Tocco hit his
allowed only seven hits while
second of the season, and ·scott
striking out six. Adam Johnson's
Loubier hit his first, also knockhomer in the seventh ended the 3ing in four RBis for UCF in the
3 tie, as the sophomore extended
game.
his overall hitting streak to 15
Rich Lawrence, who made
games with a 3-for-4 performance.
his first starting appearance as a
Left-fielder Alex Morales
pitcher last Sunday in the Olive
also had a productive day as he
Garden's championship game
against the ' Miami Hurricanes,
see SWEEP, page 11
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Alex Morales snapped out of his mini-slump Sunday as the
junior went 2-for-4 in a 4-3 UCF (8-3) home victory.

College of Charteston escapes with a 67-66 win
byMIKEWIDTE
Staff writer ·

I
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Abel Herrera was one-of-two from the freethrow line
Saturday. As a team, UCF shot only 41 percent from the line.

Once again, the Golden
Knights came up just short. UCF
had the conference-leading College of Charleston on the ropes
Saturday night but could not deliver the knockout punch as the
Cougars beat the Golden Knights,
67-65, ~t the UCF Arena.
The Golden Knights led by
six points with just under six minutes to play, but missed free throws
by UCF and an outstanding performance by the Cougars' Marion
Busby kept the Golden Knights
from taking control of the game.
The Cougars fought back
and had a one-point lead and possession of the ball with 42 seconds
left to play. UCF got the ball back
when point guard Patrick Butts
stripped Busby. The Golden
Knights then called a timeout at
the 15 second mark to set up a
potential game-winning play.
Although forward Ochiel
Swaby struggled ~11 night, UCF
called his number. Swaby took a
pass from Butts and drove along
the baseline. He attempted a shot,
grabbed the rebound and attempted yet another shot, missing
again. The Cougars secured the
ball and the victory.

"I think he's big in those
situations," coach Kirk Speraw
said of his decision to have Swaby
take the final shot. Swaby had just
six points in the game and went 3
of 12 from the field . He was an
awful O-for-5 from the charity
stripe.
"I take the blame," Swaby
said referring to the loss. "I didn't
step up, especially at the free throw
line."
Fortunately for the Golden
Knights, nearly every other player
did step up.
Butts and Abel Herrera did
their best to stop Busby, staying in
his face all night, while center
Chuck Roberts and forward
Howard Porter did all they could
to stop Cougar center Thaddeous
Delaney and his NBA-sized body.
UCF guard Ted Portee was
a menace, disrupting the Cougars'
offense all night long.
Even the fans put in a good
showing, making the most noise
they have made since the Georgia
game early on in the season.
"It was an awfully good collegiate basketball game," Speraw
said. "People scrapping ...making
big shots, it was a tournamenttype game."
see SO CLOSE, page 11

Both men's and women's tennis are off to a fast start
by DENISE VAN LANDUYT
Staff writer

The women's tennis team
seems to be unstoppable this season.
The Golden Knights did not drop a set
on their way to defeating Troy State
Sunday, 9-0.

Clinching the victory for the
women was fifth-seeded Tracy
Coletta, with a 6-1, 6-2 sweep. Elizabeth Granquist extended her undefeated streak with a 6-0, 6-1 rout as the
No. 3 seed.
'The team is solid from the
numberone to then umber six player,"

Granquist said.
For anyone who is following
the tennis team, this is just a continuation of what was started three weeks
ago. The Golden Knights now boast a
recordof6-1.LastThursdayproved to
be their biggest upset so far this season, with a win over the reigning

Division II Champions, the University ofNorthFlorida, 5-4. The Golden
Knights have also handed out defeats
to Bethune-Cookman, Jacksonville,
Rollins and Webber.
The women will now get a
chance to take a break before racking
see HOT, page 11
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